In a previous paper 1 l we have investigated the effects of resonance scattering and non-magnetic impurity scattering on the transition temperature of an anisotropic superconductor. We have extended Markowitz and Kadanoff's method 2 l ·to include Anderson's model for. resonance scattering. 3 l In that paper,IJ Anderson's Hamiltonian for the repulsive Coulomb . interactions among the d-electrons was treated in the Hartree-Fock approximation as in Ander, son's original theory. However, it is quite indispensable to take into account Gorkov's factorization, namely the generalized Hartree-Fock approximation for the repulsive inter-d-electron interactions, in order ··to include the cor~elation effect among the delectrons, because there is no reason why we can neglect .this correlation effect.· For isotropic superconducto.rs,. the importance of this effect was pointed out by Friedel, 4 l and was shown by Ratto and by Takanaka and Takandl in the actual computation of the reduction of the transition temperature.
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In this letter, we want to show how the correlation effect of d-electrons influences the transition temperature of an anisotropic impure superconductor with resonance scattering in order to complete our investigation of this subject given in I. 
Hsd=L:. L:.k{VkJ('o/l'l'a({JJ)+c.c.}. 
with
where zd is the renormalization factor of the· Green function for d-electron and Ad is the energy gap for the d-electron. We introduce the following· parameters: x=(r/kT.), y=(E/rckT.), ~=nr/(N(O)rrc) and7]=1/(rckTcra), whereT is the.width of the d-level, "a is the relaxation time .for s-electron scattering by the non-magnetic impurities in the anisotropic :superconductor defined in I, and n1 is the impurity concentration. Then we. can. obtain the follow· ing equation determining the transition temperature to the first order in (a 2 ), the angular •average ·of the square of a(!J); from the set of self-consistent equations which we have if we foilow the procedure similar to that in I.
Here T.o is the trans1t10n temperature of a pure superconductor with anisotropy a(!J) and '
with u= U/(nkT.) being introduced ... Thus the effect of the d-electron correlation appears only in the resonance term, but n.ot in the amalgamated cross. term of resonance and mean free path effect. The detailed analysis of the correlation effect in the resonance term is given in the aforementioned authors. 5 J-6 l The importance of the correlation effect will depend on the numerical values of the parameters r, E and U and also on the anisotropy para- 
